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Introduction
“Kenner is truly a community at a crossroads. There is unequivocal, quantitative evidence that
Kenner has experienced moderate decline in recent years. If unaddressed, this pattern of decline will likely
continue unabated. The lesson from other suburban communities around the United States is clear decline and disinvestment are inevitable in the absence of forceful action. In suburb after suburb,
yesterday’s brand new ranch houses and shopping centers have become today’s middle aged
neighborhoods and deteriorating strip malls.
The communities that have bucked this trend are those that are able to attract a next generation
of residents and businesses. Through quality of life, lifestyle amenities, and a high quality physical
environment, these communities are able to persuade residents to invest in a 30 to 40 year old house that
may be smaller than what is available in another community. People choose to live in a community that
offers these amenities even if the community is not brand new. This is the key to Kenner’s economic future
- overcoming an aging housing stock, aging commercial corridors, and aging infrastructure to attract a
new generation of residents and businesses.”
- Concluding Thoughts, KENNER 2030: Strategic Plan for a Prosperous Future

These were among the concluding thoughts of
KENNER 2030: Strategic Plan for a Prosperous
Future. The capital improvement projects
included herein have been chosen, in part, to
address some of the actions that were
identified in the KENNER 2030 report as
necessary to achieve its goal.These projects
should be seen as more than just a first step in
achieving the vision of a prosperous Kenner;
they should be considered as important parts
of a comprehensive and unifying
plan to achieve the goal of an ‘attractive, appealing, and wonderful place to live’ as put forth in
the KENNER 2030 Vision Statement:
“As 2030 approaches, Kenner will be known as a thriving, suburban, “boutique” community
that is uniquely attractive, appealing, and a wonderful place to live. Residents of Kenner and the entire
region will enjoy the city’s two community focal points: bustling Rivertown and Laketown. With a
gleaming Louis Armstrong Airport as its primary engine, Kenner’s economy will offer residents a wide
range of employment opportunities and a thriving entrepreneurial environment. Accessible by beautiful,
tree-lined boulevards, Kenner’s neighborhoods will provide a safe, attractive environment for a diversity
of families. These neighborhoods will be known throughout the region as one of the most sought after
communities for both residents and businesses.”
- Vision Statement, KENNER 2030: Strategic Plan for a Prosperous Future

Throughout the design and development of these projects some important concepts and strategies
have been utilized. In order to fully appreciate the proposed capital improvements it is necessary to
have some familiarity with them.

Smart Growth
"People are clearly seeing the value of investing to create transportation choices in walkable
communities. These are places that save households money on gas and attract businesses and employees.
Residents are increasingly saying, 'Yes,' to great neighborhoods that connect people to jobs."
- Geoffrey Anderson, President and CEO, Smart Growth America

Simply put, Smart Growth is about creating great communities, communities that are attractive,
convenient, safe and healthy. These communities are characterized by bringing diverse and often
isolated land uses such as retail, housing, recreation and office space into closer proximity to each
other. What results is a neighborhood in which many of its residents have the opportunity to live,
work and play within walking distance. Through countless studies across the country people have
consistently voiced their desire to live in such places. Municipalities, developers and planners have
witnessed this trend and have responded by investing significant resources in creating these livable
communities.
The strategies of Smart Growth are also well
suited to retrofitting existing infrastructure.
Developing a reborn and dynamic community
within an aging suburban landscape is
challenging but can be done if the desire to do
so exists. One vital strategy in achieving these
new and vibrant communities is the
accommodation of alternative transportation
choices (i.e. Walking, Biking, etc.) into the
existing transportation infrastructure.
Laketown Summer Fest, Nola.com

These improvements are a vital aspect of creating the livable environments and ‘sense of place’
that attract people and business to an area.

SMART GROWTH PRINCIPLES
• Mix Land Uses
• Take Advantage of Compact Building Design
• Create a Range of Housing Opportunities and Choices
• Create Walkable Neighborhoods
• Foster Distinctive, Attractive Communities with a Strong Sense of Place
• Preserve Open Space, Farmland, Natural Beauty and Critical Environmental Areas
• Strengthen and Direct Development Towards Existing Communities
• Provide a Variety of Transportation Choices
• Make Development Decisions Predictable, Fair and Cost Effective
• Encourage Community and Stakeholder Collaboration in Development Decisions

“Sense of Place”
“Capital and jobs follow people, and talent is mobile. And what that talent is looking for is
quality of place - dynamic, diverse neighborhoods, whether in cities or suburbs.”
- Shaun Donovan, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development

The concept of ‘Sense of Place’ has been a part of the human experience for a very long time. The
ancient Romans referred often to genius loci, or, the spirit of a place. Today the term, sense of place,
typically refers to a particular location’s atmosphere or character. As an example, the French

French Quarter, New Orleans, LA.

Quarter, in New Orleans, has a powerful and
distinctive sense of place. This is due, in part, to
its characteristic and historic architecture,
streetscapes, visual scale, and consistent
building materials. In contrast, most suburban
sprawl is characterized by unremarkable and
diverse building styles, large, automobileoriented visual scale, a hodge-podge of material
types, and little or no unifying elements.

The KENNER 2030 plan identified among both younger and older individuals that quality of place was
a critical consideration in assessing the desirability of a community. Those traits included: pedestrian
friendly neighborhoods, public safety, quality shopping and dining nearby, and
attractiveness/aesthetic quality.
Some of these traits can be accommodated by improving existing transportation corridors. By
incorporating Street tree plantings, consistent materials and fixtures and utilizing other ‘complete
street’ strategies a community can help to create the quality sense of place that people desire.

AARP

Complete Streets
“The creative class is demanding the option of walkable urbanism. These creative class workers
need to cluster. And the big thing from an economic point of view is that if you don’t give the market the
walkable option that they want, they’re going somewhere else. And if you’re in your 40s and 50s, your kids
are going to go someplace else.”
- Christopher Leinberger, author of The Option of Urbanism, Investing in a New American Dream

According to the National Complete Streets Coalition, “Complete streets are for everyone. They are
designed to enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists and transit
riders of all ages and abilities. Complete streets make it easy to cross the street, walk to shops, and
bicycle to work. They allow buses to run on time and make it safe for people to walk to and from train
stations.” Recently many transportation agencies, including the Louisiana Department of
Transportation and Development, have adopted complete streets strategies. And while there is no
single complete street solution, most of these agencies require that consideration be paid to all users,
not just motorists.
A growing body of research has also found that utilizing
complete streets strategies has significant positive
economic impact on communities. In its new report
Measuring the Street: New Metrics for 21st Century
Streets, New York City found that the redesign of some
Manhattan streets resulted in significant decreases in
injuries to all users as well as an increase in retail sales
(one area saw up to a 49% increase in retail sales
compared to a baseline 3% increase across the rest of
Manhattan). New York City Transportation Commissioner
Janette Sadik-Khan stated that, “These projects aren’t
just about the quality of life and aesthetics; they really
set the table for economic development.”

Measuring the Street: New Metrics for 21st Century Street, City of New York

The interest and enthusiasm for complete streets policies can be witnessed locally as well. Currently
the Regional Planning Commission for Jefferson, Orleans, Plaquemines, St. Bernard and St. Tammany
Parishes is supporting the creation of the Jefferson Parish Bicycle Master Plan. According to the
website (http://jeffparishbikeplan.org/), “The Master Plan will determine priority bicycle routes;
create engineering standards for bicycle facilities such as bike paths and lanes, and recommended
policies and programs to make bicycling safer and easier in Jefferson Parish.”
Peddlers Villiage, Bucks County, PA.
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Landscaping & Beautification
Landscape amenities and ornamental plants have a high correlation with occupancy rates of
apartments, municipal, and business buildings. People are much more likely to want to live and work in an
area that is landscaped than one that is sparse.
- Ellison Chair in International Floriculture, Texas A&M University

Traditionally, landscaping and street tree plantings have been used to contribute to the aesthetic
appeal of a location. However, with careful planning and consideration these simple beautification
projects can make a noticeable impact on a community’s character and sense of place. By utilizing
consistent plant materials, site elements and building materials throughout, a strong and identifiable
visual context arises. This helps to establish and reinforce a community’s identity and appeal.
As an integral part of a complete streets strategy, landscaping can contribute to both the safety and
appearance of the streetscape. Landscaping has been shown to be an effective traffic calming
element along with chicanes, islands and curb extensions. In addition, landscaping can be used to
mitigate stormwater runoff through the use of planters, bio-swales and street trees, and decreases
the heat-island effect caused by pavement and buildings.
Site elements such as lighting and utility fixtures, signage, paving materials and street furnishings (i.e.
benches, bus shelters, etc.) can make a significant contribution to the aesthetic appeal and sense of
place of a community when used thoughtfully and consistently.
Although not addressed in these projects, repurposing abandoned, blighted and unused property
into parks or green space has been shown to have an enormous impact on public perception of a
community.

Cleveland Euclid Avenue BRT, Sasaki

Livibility.com, Barry Sprague

Livability
“If you aren’t a city where people want to live, you aren’t a city where businesses want to invest.”
- Mayor Ron Littlefield, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Livability can be a somewhat nebulous term in the context of community planning. However most
would agree that a livable community is one that is characterized by convenient access to the
necessities, resources and amenities that a person or persons require to live, within an aesthetically
appealing and safe environment. While not everyone has the same needs or desires it can be agreed
that many people share in the concept of what makes a community livable. This can be seen
throughout the KENNER 2030 report and in research published across the country. The ability to
safely and conveniently access the workplace, schools, healthcare, recreation, shopping and dining
through an attractive environment, rank high in determining the desirability of a place.

CONCLUSIONS
The Capital Improvement Projects included in this report have been identified as those that hold
the highest priority for a number of reasons. Several other potential projects have been
mentioned or discussed but have not been included at this time. These include several
recreation and/or sports facilities, the repurposing of the old Kenner High School, the extension
of West Napoleon Avenue, improvements to Chateau Boulevard and others. One project that
was specifically identified in the KENNER 2030 Report that has also not been included is
improvements to Aberdeen Drive from the Airport to Veterans Highway.
An additional consideration that should be taken into account with these and all future projects
of this nature is how they will fit into and accomodate larger initiatives such as the Jefferson
Parish Bike Plan. Kenner has a unique opportunity in this regard. It is possible to create an
interconnected bikeway that connects all parts of the city and the parish beyond. The projects
included here have allowed for this.
It should be noted that all of the projects included in this report have been presented in a
schematic, conceptual manner and are intended to illustrate the goals and ambitions of each.
They have been developed by applying the previously explained strategies and policies to each
specific area.

KEY TO ILLUSTRATIONS
The table below identifies a set of icons used to idicate approximate locations for the most
common elements included in each project. They will also be used to identify images or
renderings where those elements have been used.

ICONOGRAPHY
= Bike Path

= Bus Stop

= Landscaping

= Art Installation

= Crosswalk

= Brick Pavers

= Street Lights

= Box Culvert

STREET MAP
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Existing

DUNCAN CANAL
IMPROVEMENTS

Existing

Project #1
Council Districts 2, 3 & 4
Total Cost: $11,000,000
Cost to City: $5,500,000
Priority: Extremely High
Location: West Esplanade at the Esplanade Mall.
Existing

The Duncan Canal Project will replace the
outdated bridges with box culverts. This will
allow the opportunity for drainage and pedestrian
improvements as well as landscaping and art
installation.

Existing

Existing

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed Duncan Canal

Proposed

Not To Scale

NORTH
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WILLIAMS BOULEVARD
CORRIDOR
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Existing

Project #2
Council Districts 2 & 3
Total Cost: $11,250,000
Cost to City: $11,250,000
Priority: High
Location: Williams Boulevard from I-10 to
Vintage.
Vintage Drive
Existing

The Williams Boulevard Corridor project will
embrace comprehensive streetscaping in
conjunction with complete streets policy. Street
trees and plantings will improve appearance and
provide traffic calming effects. Adding bike lanes,
pedestrian crosswalks and improved bus stops
with shelters will enhance saftey.

Existing
Existing

Proposed

Proposed

W. Esplanade

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Existing Williams Corridor
Not To Scale

NORTH
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LOYOLA DRIVE
STREETSCAPE

Existing

Project #3
Council Districts 1 & 5
Total Cost: $3,300,000
Cost to City: $3,300,000
Priority: High
Location: loyola Drive from I-10 to Georgetown.

The Loyola Drive Streetscape project will
include comprehensive streetscaping and a
complete streets policy.

Georgetown

Existing

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

e 10
Interstat

Existing Loyola Drive
Not To Scale

NORTH
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POWER BOULEVARD
BEAUTIFICATION
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Existing

Existing

Project #4
Council District 3
Total Cost: $900,000
Cost to City: $900,000
Priority: Medium
Location: Power Boulevard from West Esplanade
north to Vintage.
The Power Boulevard project proposes the
installation of public artwork along with
landscaping and lighting improvements. In
addition pedestrian crosswalks will be upgraded
and a pedestrian bridge constructed at Vintage
Drive.

Power at W. Esplanade

Existing

Existing

Power at 39th Street.

Existing

Vintage Drive

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Abstract piece with
plantings - Power @ 39th
Street.

Proposed

ART

39th Street

Michalopoulos piece with
plantings - Power @ 39th
Street.

Proposed

ART

Proposed

Perspective
37th Street
Proposed pedestrian bridge @
Vintage Drive.

Pelican piece with
plantings - Power @
37th Street.

ART

Proposed

Shunya to Aum with
plantings - Power @
W.Esplanade.

Plan

N.T.S.

Artwork shown for
illustrative purposes
only. Actual pieces to be
determined.

ART
Power Blvd. from
W. Esplanade to Vintage
Not To Scale

NORTH

W. Esplanade
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Airline at Williams
Landscape &
Beautification
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Existing

Project #5
Council Districts 1 & 2
Total Cost: $500,000
Cost to City: $500,000
Priority: Medium
Location: Intersection of Airline and Williams
Boulevard.
Project features landscaping, lighting and
pedestrian improvements at the intersection of
Airline and Williams witha new monument sign
signifying the entrance to Rivertown.

Existing

Existing

Section Looking South

Airline at Williams Blvd.
Not To Scale

NORTH
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LOYOLA DRIVE
LANDSCAPE &
BEAUTIFICATION
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Existing

Project #6
Council Districts 1 & 5
Total Cost: $500,000
Cost to City: $500,000
Priority: Medium (in light of more ambitious project
# 3)
Location: Loyola drive north of I-10.

Includes landscaping of the medians on
Loyala at I-10.

Existing

Existing

Proposed
Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

NORTH

Loyola at I-10
Not To Scale
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VETERANS AT
AIRPORT ACCESSS
ROAD
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Existing

Project #7
Council Districts 1 & 2
Total Cost: $500,000
Cost to City: $500,000
Priority: Medium

Existing

Location: Intersection of Airport Access Road
and Veterans Boulevard.

This project will enhance the current
entrance to Kenner with an art project as well as
pedestrian, landscape, and lighting improvements.

Existing

Existing

Existing

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Veterans at Airport Access Rd.
Not To Scale
Proposed

Proposed

NORTH
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ERLANGER BIKE
PATH
Project #8
Council District 3
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Existing

Total Cost: $866,000
Cost to City: $866,000
Priority: Medium
Location: Erlanger from Vintage to the Lake
(0.48 miles).

This project will extend a bike path and
lighting from Power along Erlanger to the Lake.

Existing

Existing

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

NORTH

Erlanger Bike Path
Not To Scale
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BOX CULVERT AT
VINTAGE & WILLIAMS
BOULEVARD
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Existing

Project #9
Council District 3
Total Cost: $1,200,000
Cost to City: $1,200,000
Priority: Council Proposed
Location: Vintage at Williams Boulevard.

The project will consist of adding a box
culvert with landscaping on the west side to
match the existing on the east side at Williams
and Vintage. Pedestrian improvements will
consist of a new paved walk and traffic islands.

Existing

Existing

Proposed

Proposed

Vintage at Williams
Not To Scale

Proposed

NORTH
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WILLIAMS BOULEVARD
FROM VETERANS TO
WEST METAIRIE
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Existing

Project #10
Council District 2
Total Cost: $5,490,000
Cost to City: $5,490,000
Priority: DOTD, Administration and Council
Proposed
Location: Williams Boulevard south of I-10 from
Veterans to West Metairie.

This project along Williams Boulevard will
encompass comprehensive streetscaping along
with a complete streets policy.

Existing

Existing

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

Proposed

NORTH

Williams from Veterans to
W. Metairie
Not To Scale
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